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ProcessFlows Cloud Fax and 123-txt Awarded G Cloud 11 Status
(CHANDLERS FORD, HAMPSHIRE, UK – August 2019) Cloud based Fax and SMS solutions,
ProcessFlows Cloud Fax and 123-txt, join the G Cloud 11 Digital Marketplace.
“ProcessFlows is delighted to be awarded G Cloud 11 approved status for our Cloud Fax and 123-txt
solutions. We believe this will help us build and maintain relationships within the public sector,
particularly Healthcare, Education and Local Government.” Lee Bradley, Head of Unified
Communications & Fax, ProcessFlows.
G Cloud 11 is a government framework that allows organisations within the public sector to access
pre-approved cloud computing solutions, at a reduced rate.
Jeanette Fennell, SMS Account Manager, ProcessFlows, “The G Cloud Digital Marketing place has
come a long way since its first release 7 years ago in 2012; hosting 200+ suppliers to which is now in
the thousands. Back then Cloud provisioning was an unknown, specifically around data jurisdiction,
data location and security.
Through its process of rigorous accreditation G Cloud has been able to provide a great level of
transparency for all solutions appearing in this market place, giving the Public Sector confidence,
transparency and choice.”
When reflecting on 123-txt Jeanette Fennell continues, “For ProcessFlows G Cloud approval means
fresh revenue stream and a simplified buying process. For us, local governments were one of the
great earlier adopters of SMS messaging, providing reminders and notification to their local
residence, being an approved supplier on G Cloud is a must.”
ProcessFlows Cloud Fax is a highly secure and robust solution for organisations looking to take their
next step in digital transformation. Lee Bradley comments, “OpenText is the market leader in Fax
solutions and subsequently the most trusted provider with state-of-the-art security and encryption.
It’s great to see this recognised by G Cloud, giving customers within the public sector security and
peace of mind when looking for a new solution.”
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ProcessFlows, with offices in the UK and Bulgaria, is a leading provider of solutions and services
designed to improve business processes and communications. Since 1987, ProcessFlows has helped
thousands of businesses, local councils, government departments and NHS organisations to increase
efficiency, improve customer service and implement controls for regulatory compliance.
ProcessFlows combines an ever-expanding market leading technology portfolio with expertise, to
provide flexible applications and solutions that augment existing systems, which can be deployed
quickly to provide a fast return on investment.

In 2010, ProcessFlows opened a nearshore Outsourced Services Centre in Sofia to provide a costeffective team extension to organisations of all sizes. ProcessFlows offers a highly effective and
personalised service, understanding the client’s business needs and offering the right resource to
meet them.
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